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Restful Boring 

Deep Thoughtful 

Farmboy 
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Strong Sensible 
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Has been a 

disappointment to 
everyone 
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(l4.-4.-ro.c4.-~O'('\ O~ce 
Award attraction dice (up to the level of current 
attraction) when the active player does something 
that makes them attractive to your character. 

~o'('\()s O~ce 
Award bonus dice active player 
does something at an advantage 
(including usinq their Traits). 
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ReroH d~ce 
Award reral! dice from the pool offailed dice when 
the active player does something that puts them 
at a disadvantage. 

c'o'('\\!\~c4.- O~ce 
Award 3 Conflict dice if the active player plays to 

character conflict. 

c'ompo.4.-i'b~\~4.-~ O~ce 
Award 2 Conflict dice if you both narrate using one 
of your character Compatibilities. 
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Art Student Big and Dumb 

" Genuine Disgusted by the City 

Reckless Violent 
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Insecure Clevel !\ngry 

Jaded Urban ~---- Quick 
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A NrJt\I COMPATIBILITY. 
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Clt.+-t.+-r-o.c.t.+-crOVl Dcrc.e 
Award attraction dice (up to the level of current 
attraction) when the active player does something 
that makes them attractive to your character. 

00Vll)S Dcrc.e 
bonus dice (up to 3) when the active player 

does something that puts them at an advantage 
(including using their Traits), 

l(9LL T!-IE DICE AWAIZPED SO F A~ 
5 O~6 IS A SUCCESS. 1-4 FAILUIZJ., 

Q.er-o\\ dcrc.e 
Award rerol! dice from the pool of failed dice when 
the active player does something that puts them 
at a disadvantage, 
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'-'......;' Award 3 Conflict dice if the active player plays to 
\:-/ ../ their character conflict. 
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 Award 2 Conflict dice if you both narrate using one 
\" ......,/J 

of your character Compatibilities. 
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Jaded Quick
Urban / 

Insecure Clever 

/
Reckless Violent 

Bike courier Sassy 

Club-hopping Needs noise to live 
/ 

Strong Sensible 

/ /SIOW 

Farmboy 

Deep Thoughtful 

Angry 

"\ 

e...bY1~\<fCq, 

Trusted her ex-fiance 
and was betrayed 


